Atmospheric pressure MALDI-fourier transform mass spectrometry.
The coupling of atmospheric pressure matrix-assisted laser desorption/ionization (AP MALDI) with Fourier transform mass spectrometry (FTMS) is described, and its significance for the high-resolution analysis of complex peptide mixtures is demonstrated. High kinetic energy and extensive metastable decay characteristic of ions generated by vacuum MALDI have been known to constitute a possible obstacle to high-resolution analysis by FTMS. Since the initial coupling of laser desorption techniques with FTMS was realized two decades ago, several different solutions have been proposed to control the energy of the ions and fulfill the promise of high sensitivity and high resolution offered by this analytical method. Initial results obtained on quadrupole time-of-flight and ion trap analyzers have shown that ions generated by MALDI at atmospheric pressure are intrinsically less energetic than those provided by vacuum MALDI. Our report indicates that this characteristic is particularly beneficial for FTMS applications in which a sharp reduction of metastable decay can make larger ion currents available for detection and possible tandem experiments. In our hands, AP MALDI-FTMS has enabled the analysis of complex peptide mixtures with resolution and accuracy comparable to those obtained by analogous electrospray ionization-FTMS experiments, with no evidence of either metastable decomposition or significant formation of matrix adducts. Analysis of a trypsin digest of bovine serum albumin provided signal-to-noise ratios and limits of detection similar to those obtained by ion trap analyzers, but with unmatched resolution and accuracy. AP MALDI has been shown to provide stable precursor ions in amounts that allowed for informative tandem experiments. Finally, the potential of AP MALDI-FTMS for the high-resolution screening of complex mixtures was demonstrated by the analysis of isobaric peptides differing in mass by less than 0.04 Da.